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Abstract  

 

As the amount of online information continues to grow, search becomes an increasingly vital 

user activity. However, it is difficult to motivate users to generate an appropriate, detailed query 

so query expansion is commonly used to bolster user's searches. We compare two query 

expansion methods. The first expands a query using previously submitted queries, the social 

approach, implemented using Google Search Autocomplete. The second uses phrases as they 

are found in text, the content approach, implemented using the Google Web Corpus. The query 

datasets consist of 207,638 tri-gram and 232,981 bi-gram queries from the AOL 500K User 

Session Collection search corpus that are expanded using both approaches. We use term 

specificity and term ambiguity, calculated using WordNet, to evaluate the effect on the queries. 

We evaluate the effect on the query results by calculating domain diversity for a 1% sample of 

the queries and complete this analysis by calculating edit distance. On average, expansion 

terms suggested using the social approach were significantly (p < .01) less ambiguous and 

more specific (p < .01) than terms suggested using the content approach. The search results for 

the 1% sample of expanded queries showed a small but significantly lower number (p < .01)  

of distinct domains returned for the social approach. Finally, edit distance showed that query 

expansion significantly impacts the results returned by the search engine compared to the 

unexpanded query. This study is the first in a series to understand how modern search engines 

influence our information retrieval and the breadth, depth and completeness of information 

available to the community. 

 

Introduction 

 

An estimated 2.7 billion people have access to the Internet [1] and 19.3 billion searches were 

conducted in October 2013 in the Unites States alone [2]. We live in a world in which people’s 

thinking is increasingly influenced and shaped by search results. From Harman’s query 

expansion using non-common words gleaned from initial search results [3] to session based 

expansion [4], genetic algorithm based query evolution [5],[6] and term suggestions based on 

social bookmarking [7], it is clear that many different query expansion techniques have been 

developed and tested, but only recently with the query suggestion tool by Google, has query 

expansion taken off. Our research interest is in understanding how query expansion affects 

information retrieval and the types, breadth, and depth of information that our community reads. 

This project is the first in a series of studies which compare how different expansion techniques 

lead to different queries and results. We start with a comparison of two big data sources 

available to Google: their social data (user created queries) and their content data (user created 

text). 



 

 

WordNet has been used previously to evaluate the semantic similarity between terms [8][9]. In 

this project we use WordNet more generally to develop two metrics, ambiguity and specificity, to 

evaluate query expansion.  Three specific research questions are addressed: 

 

1. Does query expansion matter? 

2. Do expanded queries significantly differ in terms of ambiguity and specificity depending 

upon the method of expansion? 

3. Do expanded queries with higher ambiguity and lower specificity produce more diverse 

results compared to a search with lower ambiguity and higher specificity? 

 

Study Design 

 

Data set and Infrastructure  

 

To investigate the effects on real searches, we used the AOL 500K User Session Collection. 

This is a set of approximately 20 million queries entered by 650K AOL users over a three month 

period in 2006 [10]. A set of all tri-gram and bi-gram queries, i.e., queries consisting of three 

words or two words, extracted from this set of queries was the base for the query expansion. 

This results in a base set of 440,619 user queries for evaluation of effects on the queries 

themselves: 207,638 tri-gram queries and 232,981 bi-gram queries. 

 

To evaluate the effects on the search results, we created a smaller 1% random sample of bi-

gram and tri-gram queries that had been expanded using both approaches resulting in 6,340 

expanded tri-gram queries and 14,956 expanded bi-gram queries. 

 

When studying domain diversity the 29,912 randomly selected bi-gram and tri-gram expanded 

queries were distributed across five f1-micro instances and two regions with Google Compute 

Engine and six t1.micro instances and six regions with Amazon Web Services (AWS) in addition 

to leveraging local computing resources. Distributing data collection using cloud services 

enabled the experiment to be completed in a reasonable timeframe. Each instance collected 

Google search results using a Google Search API for both the base and expanded version of a 

sub-set of the query selection. The raw data was then retrieved from the cloud servers and 

analyzed locally. 

 

Independent Variables 

 

Social-based Expansion (i.e. used today by Google) refers to query expansion using terms from 

similar previous queries submitted by users. In this study, we rely on Google’s autocomplete 

function [11] accessed using a RESTful interface [12]. Each query is submitted and the 

suggestions are stored in an Apache Cassandra database. 

 



Content-based Expansion refers to query expansion using terms known to occur in web text. In 

this study, we rely on the 2006 Google Web Corpus [13] which contains over 3.7 billion N-

grams. It reflects the index of all websites available to Google. Expansions are those phrases 

containing the original bi-gram or tri-gram from the AOL search disregarding case and one 

additional word. Storage and matching was performed in Apache Cassandra. The results are 

limited to the top ten results ordered by frequency of occurrence resulting in 314,593 

expansions from tri-grams, as shown in table 1, and 878,012 expansions from bi-grams, as 

shown in table 2. After removing expansions consisting of punctuation, conjunctions, 

prepositions or possessives, converting to lower case, and limiting to terms found in WordNet 

3.0, 151,746 and 438,148 unique expansions remain from the tri-gram and bi-gram expansions 

respectively as shown in table 1 and table 2. 

 

 

Tri-gram Queries Submitted from AOL 500K Search Corpus 207,638 

 Total Expansions Expansion in Wordnet Filtered 

Content-based 314,593 175,301 151,746 

Social-based 600,904 499,073 482,068 

Total 915,497 674,374 633,814 

Table 1 Tri-gram Test Bed Summary 

 

Bi-gram Queries Submitted from AOL 500K Search Corpus 232,981 

 Total Expansions Expansion in Wordnet Filtered 

Content-based 878,012 503,252 438,148 

Social-based 1,374,768 1,100,556 1,057,297 

Total 2,252,780 1,603,808 1,495,445 

Table 2 Bi-gram Test Bed Summary 

 

 

Dependent Variables 

 

We first evaluate the effect of expansion on the queries themselves. We calculate specificity and 

ambiguity of the expansion terms, i.e. the conceptual depth and breadth of each expansion 

term. This quantifies the extent to which a query is narrowed by the expansion. The specificity of 

a term is calculated as the conceptual depth of the term in the Wordnet 3.0 semantic network. 

Ambiguity is calculated as the number of synsets in Wordnet for that specific term, and is an 

estimation of the number of meanings that a word has. For example, the query “built in vacuum” 

has a content-based expansion “systems” with specificity of 7 and ambiguity of 9 and a social-

based expansion “accessories” with specificity and ambiguity of 8 and 3 respectively. 

 



We also evaluate the effect of expansion on the results for queries. We calculate domain 

diversity defined as the number of distinct companies or organizations (e.g. aol.com, ask.com, 

webmd.com) returned by the Google Search API.  

 

For a more detailed analysis of the effect of query expansion we use edit distance, computed 

with the Levenshtein string metric, to evaluate the change in domain diversity of Google search 

results within each query expansion method. In this case the edit distance is the smallest 

number of changes that would be needed to make the list of companies or organizations 

returned from an unexpanded search equal the list returned by the identical search expanded 

by one term. The ranked edit distance is the number of changes required to make both the 

content and ranking of the two lists identical, while the unranked edit distance disregards the 

search engine ranking. The edit distance measure provides a more detailed analysis than 

domain diversity because it reflects changes in domain diversity and ranking caused by 

expanding a given base query. 

 

 

Study Results 

 

Query Expansion Terms 

 

Completing the AOL queries using Google autocomplete generated 600,904 expansions from 

tri-gram queries and 1,374,768 expansions from bi-gram queries. These expansions were 

filtered in the same way as the content-based expansions resulting in 482,068 and 1,057,297 

expansions from tri-gram and bi-gram queries respectively as shown in table 1 and table 2.  

 

 

As shown in table 3 

expansion terms differed 

significantly (p < .01 by 

Welch's T-test) in their 

ambiguity and specificity 

depending on expansion 

method. Socially expanded 

terms were less ambiguous 

and more specific than content 

expanded terms.  

 

Domain Diversity 

 

Table 4 shows the effect of the different expansion methods on the diversity of domains returned 

by Google Search. The content based expansions resulted in less domain diversity for both the 

tri-gram expansions and the bi-gram expansions. For tri-gram queries on average there were 

6.408 different unique domain names in searches using content-based expansion and 6.270 

unique domain names in searches using social-based expansions. For bi-gram queries the 

Results – Specificity and Ambiguity of Expansion Terms 

  Tri-gram Bi-gram 

Content-based Average Specificity 7.107 7.256 

 Average Ambiguity 7.545 7.579 

Social-based Average Specificity 7.994 7.976 

 Average Ambiguity 6.221 6.291 

Table 3 Ambiguity and Specificity of Expansion Terms by Method 



average number of different unique domain names was 6.530 and 6.442 for searches using 

content-based and social based expansions respectively. The effect was small but significant. 

 

Results – Diversity of Domains Returned by Google Search  

 Tri-gram  Bi-gram  

 Content-based Social-Based Content-based Social-Based 

Queries Submitted 3170 3170 7478 7478 

Mean Number of Unique 

Domains* 

6.408 6.270 6.530 6.442 

Standard Deviation 1.826 1.837 1.653 1.706 

Effect Size (Cohen's d) .075 .052  

*Significant Difference at p < .01   

Table 4 Mean number of unique domains returned by Google per expansion type. 

Edit Distance 

 

Table 5 shows the mean and standard deviation of the ranked and non-ranked edit distances 

within the expansion types. The Google Search API returned 8 results, so the maximum edit 

distance between two search results is 8. Two queries that returned the exact same domains 

would have a non-ranked edit distance of 0 and if the domains were ordered identically the 

ranked edit distance would also be 0. For queries expanded with the content method the mean 

of the ranked edit distance is 6.399 for tri-gram queries and 6.715 for bi-gram queries and the 

mean of the non-ranked edit distance is 4.472 for tri-gram queries and 4.918 for bi-gram 

queries.  For queries expanded with the social method the mean of the ranked edit distance is 

6.524 for tri-gram queries and 6.841 for bi-gram queries and the mean of the non-ranked edit 

distance is 4.592 for tri-gram queries and 5.033 for bi-gram queries. The content-based 

expansions and social-based expansions did not use the same set of base queries, so the 

average edit distances of the two methods cannot be directly compared. 

  



 

 Results – Edit Distance of Domain Lists Returned within Query Expansion Methods 

  Tri-gram  Bi-gram  

  Content-based Social-Based Content-based Social-Based 

Queries Submitted 3170 3170 7478 7478 

Ranked  Mean 6.399 6.524 6.715 6.841 

 Standard 

Deviation 

1.749 1.658 1.594 1.488 

Non-Ranked  Mean 4.472 4.592 4.918 5.033 

 Standard 

Deviation 

2.031 1.869 2.053 1.897 

Table 5 Edit Distance between Expanded and Unexpanded Queries within Expansion Type 

 

 

 

Discussion 

 

We found that the terms suggested by the social-based expansion method were more specific 

and less ambiguous then the content-based method. Conceptually, this means that terms from 

popular expansions have fewer possible meanings and the meanings are more specific. When 

applied to millions of searches, this indicates that heavy reliance on social query expansion will 

lead to people asking fewer different questions. The effect on the results returned by Google 

show a reduction in the number of unique domains for these more specific, less ambiguous, 

socially expanded queries. This further supports this idea and implies that users are receiving 

less diverse information when their terms are expanded based upon popularity. Finally we see 

that query expansion, regardless of method, has a large impact on the results returned by the 

search engine. This underscores the importance of understanding the specific ways in which the 

method of generating these expansion terms affects the results being returned to the searcher. 

 

Future Work 

 

This research is expected to lay further experimental groundwork for the use of measures of 

specificity and ambiguity in quantifying the differences between the two expansion types. In 

particular, it is our goal to explore how search suggestions, and the methods that generate 

them, affect not only the results that are returned but the way that the searcher thinks about 

question that they are posing to the corpus. The effect this difference in specificity and ambiguity 

has on the diversity of search results needs further exploration and the impact of the differences 

in result diversity on people’s actual search behaviors and understanding of topics is yet to be 

explored.  
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